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Chapter 1

SAMPLE GLOSSARY
DEFINITIONS, HISTORICAL NOTES
AND BACKGROUND DATA
Purpose: The purpose of providing this compendium book to
the Sequetus Series is to give a reader all the reference data in
one volume. It is a summary of all the previous glossaries and
notes in the earlier 23 books. A ready does not necessarily
need this volume. It is provided as a luxury volume. It also
allows prospective readers to see for themselves the richness
of the data that the Sequetus Series draws upon.
When the term Terrestrial appears beside a word or term in the glossary, of
historical note, this means that it’s a terrestrial word, from Sequetus 3 –
Earth – and the definition is a terrestrial definition, or historical note. It isn’t a
fictional term or definition.
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Aaron: Original name of the race on Yaltipia, otherwise
known as Boguard outside the Pleiades, and the Galaxy. On
Yaltipia the original race was called the Aaron. They went
into the Galaxy known as the Boguard. Technically anyone
can evolve to become a Boguard through their training
programs and can join and become Boguard. However, to
be Aaron, one needs to be born on Yaltipia within the Aaron
race. Templar miniseries
Aaron Library: An underground library of 17 levels, that
measure about a k wide in each direction. In Earth terms, it
covers 17 square kilometers of library floor space. Templar
miniseries
Ablam: Commercial center, 100 Ks west of Jilta PC.
Population one million, its product is government service.
Juggernaut miniseries
Abydos Temple: (Terrestrial) 1. Egypt circa 3500 BC.
Abydos is the site of the most famous of Egypt‟s artifacts,
the burial site of Seti I who ruled Egypt from 1313 to 1292
BC, and son of Ramses I.

2. Glyphs. There appears to be a helicopter, and a toy
plane to its right. 3. The temple became the chief temple
for worship of Osiris and Horus - who went up into the
heavens to do battle in winged discs with Seti. The bottom
photo is inside the temple. New-Earth miniseries

Academia: 1. A college of high learning, tertiary
education, offering doctorates. 2. (Plural – academias) The
institutions of the highest places of learning in the
Federation. Source, Jiltanian after the gardener Academos
who used to tend the gods in by making their gardens a
paradise. New-Earth miniseries
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ACRAM Building: 1. The building run by Navia Charlton
and Mathew Wanten. 2. ACRAM Allied Communications
Reliance of America. New-Earth miniseries
Acran: Pleiadian for what translates into Devout
Coordinator for On Planet Operations. This began in
Sequetus 3. Acran Anderson was the first of many Acrans to
follow. New-Earth miniseries
Acron Field: This is one of several kinds of fields that hold
free-air inside military craft. The Acron Field is generated
around a ship and prevents the free-air from leaving, while
permitting large sold objects to enter and leave the ship.
This effect is achieved by a magnetic force That‟s held as a
ridge at the perimeter. The magnetic force is strongest
nearest the center of the source of the field. Through
unifying fields gravitational, electrical and so on, the
magnetic fields can be made denser, further out from
specified epicenters. They then prevent free-air molecules
passing; while at the same time allow more solid masses
and objects to pass. Named after its inventor, Luis Acron of
Tilk. New-Earth miniseries
Adams, Lieutenant: United States Air Force - NASA
astronaut turned Interceptor crew. Survived the Battle of
Sequetus 3. Born in Ohio, went to Caltech. New-Earth
miniseries
Aeroitek Corporation International: ACI – The
corporation on Earth used by Goren Torren to legitimize his
operation being there. New-Earth miniseries
Admiration Particles: Life can emit particles that draw on
properties of the physical universe. What life admires, it
draws closer. The more it admires, the greater the
closeness. Gravity is possibly such a particle of admiration.
Albert Einstein referred to gravity as affinity. Earth
Syndrome miniseries.
Afterburners: When dumping fuel, out through the
exhaust system, and igniting it, within the system, the
continual explosion of such afterburning, adds speed to the
craft. New-Earth miniseries
Aftersun: 1. When a ship has a permanent station orbiting
a planet, the period when the ship goes into the shadow of
the planet is called aftersun. 2. It simulates night. 3. The
shifts aboard Federation military craft are divided into two
per Standard Day. The first is called Foresun while the later
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Aftersun. There is no night aboard military craft. New-Earth
miniseries
Agelay: Pronounced a-ja-lei. The capital city of the
southern continent of Kanut of Palbo. Population 12 million.
Juggernaut miniseries
Agent: 1. Two levels below independent. Starting at the
top is: Independent, Junior Independent, Agent, and Agent
Junior Grade. New-Earth miniseries
Agnest, M.M.: (Terrestrial), Soviet, had theories that
visitors had been on Earth for some time represented in
biblical stories. New-Earth miniseries
Alaca Hoyuk: (Terrestrial) Ancient city in what is now
central Turkey was where Hattusa of the Hittite Empire was
situated. This site is where the earliest copper tools
alongside stone tools were found. New-Earth miniseries
Akeala: 1. See Albine below. Same person. Daughter of
Jaron and Anki. Templar Series. 2. She becomes a central
figure in the freeing of Earth and the Federation from the
effects of the Talkron. She has many of her father‟s
properties. Earth Syndrome miniseries.
Albine: Daughter of Jaron and Anki. She is the
granddaughter, of the Master Templar. Her grandmother
was a long-lifer, but died before she was born. She had her
name changed to Akeala, upon the advice of her protector,
to avoid being killed, like her two brothers. Juggernaut
miniseries
Alfrash: The planet that was first colonized by the
Pleiadians. It has 1.04 Standard Gravity, was lush with
forests, had deserts, polar ice, temperate and tropical rain
forests. A super solar flare, itself a series of 12 flares, took
out the colony over a sixty-year period. There were enough
suspicious circumstances, to indicate that the flare(s) may
not have been completely natural. Over ninety percent died,
during those sixty years. The planet was abandoned, and at
vast effort, it was engineered, to remove all evidence of
previous occupation. New-Earth miniseries
Algamm Grass: Found on the edge of deserts, around
Sandrist. It‟s high in B vitamins and sought after, as a
natural product, harvested and exported. It‟s said that a
short-lifer could become a long-lifer, by eating Algamm
grass from birth, with every meal. This was never tested.
Juggernaut miniseries
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Algon Sea: The nearest sea to Jilta PPC, measuring 765 Ks
across, at the widest point. New-Earth miniseries
Aliza, FSS Destroyer: Jiltanian destroyer in the defense of
Sequetus 3. A Quantum Drive CCP ship that was
resurrected from Celtron 4. Lost in the Battle of Sequetus 3.
New-Earth miniseries
Allied Council of Free Sectors: The name given to the
first authority, controlling the new Federation Alliance. It
came from the remnants of the Federation, after the Battle
of Sequetus 3, and consisted of the military heads of all the
known sectors, including Farsen, which was restored. It was
the forerunner to The New Federation. New-Earth miniseries
Alliance, Federation: An alternative name for the
Federation, after the Battle of Sequetus 3. New-Earth
miniseries
Allied Council of Jilta: After the atomic war on Jilta the
planet set up a temporary government called the Allied
Council of Jilta. 2. After all the Royals had left their
Federation planets; the planets no longer had their
autocratic control. There were members of the Federation
military, as well as government, who tried to seize control of
their own cities, countries and continents. Some seized
atomic weapons. In the Federation, wars were starting to
break out. On Jilta this culminated in an atomic war
between three factions. After three years, and with almost
all of Jilta PC and its sister cities completely wasted, the war
ended. The government that took over was named the
Allied Council of Jilta. This shouldn‟t have happened and for
several years after the Battle of Sequetus 3, Torren traveled
to Jilta trying to stop the wars and the fighting. He was
unsuccessful, and it continued to the almost total destruction
of the former prosperous cities of Jilta. As the other planets
became embroiled in similar wars Torren found he was just
as ineffective, so he concentrated his efforts on Earth, and
hoped that when he found who was behind what was
happening on Earth, it would lead to the same solution for
the rest of the Santonia Galaxy. New-Earth miniseries
Allied Imperial Federation: A fuller term for Federation
Alliance. Allied Imperial Federation Forces. AIF, or AIFF all
mean the same thing. New-Earth miniseries
All-play: A portable hand held recorder, that plays back a
three dimensional hologram, of a pre-recorded event. The
image is, about two hands high. Made by: State All
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Industries Maluka. Often used in Maluka to entrap subjects
into telling more than they otherwise would. Recording on
an all-play, is valid evidence in Maluka. Earth Syndrome
miniseries
Alphasee: Purely a predetermined point in space. No stars
or planets or docking stations nearby, just a docking position
to rendezvous with other craft between Jilta and Earth.
New-Earth miniseries
Alson: 1. A suburb in Jilta PC. 2. Alson, Academia, most
prestigious tertiary Academia in all of Jilta. It teaches most
degree doctorate courses and has forty five thousand
students enrolled per year including full time, part time and
by correspondence. New-Earth miniseries
Amanda: 1. The name taken and accepted by a Boguard
Man-o-War, born BS 1013. Ceremony with Captain Bigow of
Yaltipia, BS 1014. Crucial in the police action in Kantee
against the Talkron. Juggernaut miniseries 2. She was
subsequently captained by Jaron, and becomes his greatest
advisor. She originates from beyond the physical universe,
of the Angalian species, and would suggest she is still always
there. Earth Syndrome miniseries
Amelia: 1. In 1642, Jaron meets Amelia Gustano of
northern Italy. She is 38 years old at the time, daughter of
Gustaf and Francesca Gunano. 2. A former lifetime of Amy
of Rambus, but on Earth, during the Medieval period. Earth
Syndrome miniseries.
Amy: The teenage daughter of a family of settlers on
Rambus. She used to dream of finding out what was outside
of Rambus. She became strong friends with Anki of Jilta.
She was stranded off from Rambus after the planet was
raided by pirates, and they killed her family and friends. On
returning to her home planet and experiencing the death of
all she loved, and almost dying herself, she swore an oath
that she was even the score. She was central in removing
the pirates from Sleebo, and bringing down Brandon Mirac of
Palbo. She earned the nickname, Goddess of War incarnate.
Templar miniseries
Anaxagoras: (Terrestrial) 500 BC Greek philosopher who
lived in what is now Turkey. He believed that life on Earth
originated from out in space and arrived on Earth. NewEarth miniseries
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Anderson, John: After his assassination attempt on Goren
Torren, he joined the army, was placed at Wright Paterson
Air Base and then was “captured” by Letone. Anderson was
alluded to in the Early Works. He then became the Devout
Coordinator for On Planet Operations, and after that began
the world wide following of Torren. While Anderson never let
it be known to his followers, he was the one who fired the
bullet that started it all. New-Earth miniseries
Andromeda Galaxy: (Terrestrial) The Andromeda Galaxy
is a spiral galaxy about 2.5 million light years from Earth. It
gets its name from the constellation of Andromeda, which
was named after the mythical princess

The galaxy has about the same mass as the Milky Way. It‟s
expected to collide with the Milky Way in 3.75 billion years.
It can be seen with the naked eye from Earth on cloudless
moonless nights. Earth Syndrome miniseries
Aneel, FAS Destroyer: The Aneel went through the portal
with the Expeditionary task force BS 10, and never returned.
Presumed destroyed. New-Earth miniseries
Angalian: The race of beings who aren‟t native to the
Santonia Galaxy. They inhabit the Man-o-Wars. They have
been known to visit Sequetus 3 over the past five thousand
years. Earth Syndrome miniseries
Anki: The teenage daughter of the master Templar of Jilta.
Was shipwrecked on Rambus and saved by settlers there.
She attended Academia Alson of Jilta. For former past lives
of Anki see Anqi Storm and Vicra Starn, both separate lives
at different times, but the same person. Templar miniseries.
The woman, years later, who is the mother of Akeala, and
Tubin, and married to Jaron. Anki‟s mother was a long-lifer,
Karine Malor - married to the Master Templar, a Cordello at
the time, and died two years after Anki was born.
Juggernaut miniseries.
Anqi Storm: 1. Malukan trooper, former resident of
Sleebo. 2. Important in saving Sequetus 3. Daughter of
Nobus Mas and Reqel Subar of Taronga PPC. Educated in
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biophysics in Anst Academia at Taronga, joined the Malukan
Guards shortly after graduation. New-Earth miniseries

Antithesis: A direct contrast or opposition of person, action
or idea. New-Earth miniseries
APRO: (Terrestrial) Aerial Phenomena Research
Organization. Started in 1952, and continued until 1988. It
had many state branches. APRO placed strong importance
on scientific field investigations. There were many
prominent scientific members of the group: Dr James E.
McDonald of the University of Arizona – an atmospheric
scientist and said to be the leading scientific UFO researcher
of his time, Dr. James Harder of the University of California,
Berkeley – civil and hydraulic engineer professor was
director of research from 1969-1982. Both scientists along
with others testified before the U.S. House of
Representatives Committee on Science and Astronauts in
1968 with their hearings on UFOs. Astronomer Allen Hynek
noted that APRO was one of two of the best civilian UFO
groups of their time. New-Earth miniseries
Aquel: A local length measure of stride from the planet
Aqeliam. New-Earth miniseries
Aragon: Capital planetary city of Maluka, consisting of
seventeen wards. Population 2 million, with three academia.
Its age is 3,450 standard years, predating the Confederated
Council of Planets. It is the headquarters of Trans Galactic
Ship Corp. Earth Syndrome miniseries
Arano Moon: Lunar satellite of Maluka. It has been in orbit
for two millennia. It‟s hollow, and it has seventeen thousand
inhabitants. Its center is tightly protected. Its diameter is
three hundred and eighty kinopacs. Its standard gravity is
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0.04 standard gravity, and its artificial operational means of
gravity is centrifugal. It rotates three times a Malukan day.
Earth Syndrome miniseries
Arenic Alps, Jilta: On the continent of Algorico, the Alps
run through the center, and are on the opposite side of the
planet to Jilta PC. New-Earth miniseries
Arganate: A plentiful translucent pale misty green nonprecious stone That‟s found on Jilta. The major quarries are
in the northern hemisphere. The stone's properties are
limestone based and calcium derived. Juggernaut miniseries
Arlon, Doctrains: Head of household staff of Residence of
Jilta. Employer Goren Torren. Has a degree in Business
Management from Academia Alson, Jilta. He moved with
Goren Torren to Earth, and survived the Battle of Sequetus
3. On Earth he headed the Home of Goren Torren. He
showed flair and became active with Boguard Letone in
external affairs. He vanished after the FBI assault on Home,
along with other Household Staff. Later he was found and
did his part to bring about Intervention. After intervention
he became a national USA celebrity on terrestrial television,
made eleven movies, and married another member of his
household. He returned to Jilta three times but remained as
a resident of Earth. He had two long-life children. He died
498 BS a full supporter of the Temple movement. He was
deemed a Minor Temple of Sequetus 3. See the definition of
Temple. New-Earth miniseries
Armsman: Federation for Master at Arms, MAA. His prime
purpose is to keep order, on a ship. New-Earth miniseries
Aron: A black puma in the Amazon, which befriends Sheril
and which looks after the village children in return for being
part of their group. The black puma is possibly a myth, and
in this case Aron is likely only 90% black. Earth Syndrome
Series
Arreal: The race, that after its migration, became known as
the Pleiadians. It cohabited the same planet as the Aaron,
in the Triangulum Galaxy, and like the Aaron, it had
migrated out to over a hundred planets through that galaxy.
The races were attacked and they fled their planets. Both
had natural abilities and were hunted down because of those
abilities. Earth Syndrome Series
Arrival Day: The day of arrival of the First Fleet and its
pioneers, to a new world, sponsored by the Templar
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movement, the anniversary of is celebrated as the Arrival
Day each year. Templar miniseries
ASIS: (Terrestrial) Australian Secret Intelligence Service.
This is a human intelligence section of the Australian
government. which collects information for the state. NewEarth miniseries
Ataran: City of Ataran, which housed the Boulan, the ruling
class of the Aaron. Ataran had 110,000 people and was one
of the oldest and biggest Aaron cities in Yaltipia. It was
hydro powered by the cross currents of water flowing
through the planet's crust. The city is at least 15 thousand
years old. Templar miniseries
Attaché for Offworld World Affairs: An honorary and
prestigious ambassadorial position given for persons trusted
to be the go between a nation and the Offworld. The first to
hold this title was the attaché for Offworld Affairs for the
United States of America, the First Lady. New-Earth
miniseries
Australian deserts: There are many large deserts in
Australia. Western Australia has much desert in its inner
regions. The temperature often exceeds 40o C. Where rail
tracks are present in deserts in Western Australia rail
derailments have occurred due to the tracks buckling in the
intense heat. (The author worked as a salvage crew on a
derailment when young. The temperature was measured as
55o Celsius in the peak of summer on the edge of the Great
Victorian dessert. New-Earth miniseries

Auto-Credit: Similar to a credit card but instead of the
credit being held at a bank, it‟s held at one‟s place of
employment. Juggernaut miniseries
Auto-fecha: From auto-fetcher, (also a-fechaTM) an
automatic computerized library vehicle device, which that
when enabled with the correct code, leaves the study table,
and brings the volume from the storage shelves, back to the
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intended user. They are the size of a shoebox, available in
many modern libraries, in different models, colours and from
many manufacturers. They were first developed on planet
Peel. Juggernaut miniseries
Automatic beam: Simply means that weapons lock on
target automatically and are fired by computer programs.
The advantage is that they aren‟t only accurate, but will
continue well after the crew manning them is dead or
incapacitated. New-Earth miniseries
Bacterol-bandages TM: Bandages with anti bacterial
impregnated layers, which bring about fast healing. Made
by Medicol Corp Inc. Jilta. Templar miniseries
Bailock: The name given to Jaron on Tors, by the local
native, Garnow. The term became Jaron‟s name there. It
was local dialect for fast-god, due to the speed, which he
descended from the sky. Juggernaut miniseries
Balgoss, Eroni: Base Commander of the Palboan
outstation on Sleebo, pirate station. Aged 234 when killed in
the fight for Mount Drapper. Templar miniseries
Ballard: Colloquial term for the rear end, of the native
beast of burden of Jilta, a Kull. Source: Searfinders Index P
287. Used on many planets in the galaxy. 2. A petaballard means the prime part of the rear end of a kul,
sometimes eaten. Templar miniseries
Baling: 1. The martial art of fighting with a two pac long
thick stick made from the dense wood of the Baling tree of
the Nalpan province. 2. The name of a tree from Nalpan
province. Their folklore says that this tree was intelligent
and the chief god over Nalpan would come to think and get
his best ideas whilst sitting under a Baling tree. 3. It‟s said
that a Baling stick has a mind of its own and after meditating
with the stick, the stick and the fighter think as one, during
a fight, in order to overcome a more powerful enemy. NewEarth miniseries
Bank: See The Imperial Federation Warp Drive Bank.
Home planet Palbo. New-Earth miniseries
Banquast: A city of 60,000 on Yaltipia, made up of the
warrior class of the Aaron. There were twenty-three warrior
cities, of similar sizes. The city occupies six interconnected
canyons. Templar miniseries
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Barlock: Boguard, one of the 12 to go with Goren Torren to
Sequetus 3, driver of Goren‟s limousine at ACI on Earth.
New-Earth miniseries
Barnell: The Boguard leader running the Boguard operation
on Jilta, in 1,043 BS. Juggernaut miniseries
Battle Bar: 1. The saloon aboard a cruiser or destroyer,
where alcohol can be served. 2. The name of the flight bar,
on the FSS Nebulus. New-Earth miniseries
Battleclass: Early military vessel from the Confederacy
era. They were effectively made obsolete with the
introduction of Warp Drives. Their major deficiency was that
it couldn‟t move from one system to another. In their
defense they were effective in defense around a system and
were designed to be impregnable, but their immobility made
them ineffective once Warp Drives came into existence.
Battleclass have about three to four times the complement
of a cruiser. These ships were too large to be governed by
Warp Drive engines. While the technology within the Warp
Drive engines is secret, it is believed that there is a limit to
the size of mass that a WD can effectively cover. New-Earth
miniseries
Battleclass Realm: The battleclass in the Sequetus Series
remaining after the Battle of Sequetus 3. New-Earth
miniseries
Battle of Sequetus 3. The: The Battle of Sequetus 3 is
the official title for the battle between the Hymondian and
Malukan forces, in the Sequetus Series, in 1990 local time.
New-Earth miniseries
Battlemaster: The Malukan equivalent of a marshal and
commander of a fleet, or armada. New-Earth miniseries
Battleroom: A temporary make shift war room, CIC –
Combat Information Center – inside the palace. It‟s 50 by
80 pacs, with seventy staff, troopers or Boguard. New-Earth
miniseries
Battle of Six Worlds: A temporary make shift war room,
CIC – Combat Information Center – inside the palace. It‟s
50 by 80 pacs, with seventy staff, troopers or Boguard.
New-Earth miniseries
Batton, FSS Destroyer: The second destroyer in Sequetus
arrived BS 30. New-Earth miniseries
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Bauxite: (Terrestrial) The rock That‟s mined, which when
treated, is converted to aluminum. Templar miniseries
Bearing Harvest: A two week period on Sleebo, when it‟s
close to the sun and crops can be harvested. The whole of
Sleebo get busy, harvesting the year‟s crops, during this one
two week period. Templar miniseries
Beel, Polton: Adventurer and freedom fighter from the farOuter-Worlds. A short-lifer, aged 42 at the writing of Book
12 of the epic series. Juggernaut miniseries
Beeton: See Blu below. Juggernaut miniseries.
Bell bird, or Bellbird: An Australian bush bird (also called
a bell minor) that sounds a loud “ping‟, like the sonar of a
submarine. There are 74 varieties of Meliphagidae
(honeyeater) and are found up and down the east coast of
Australia. New-Earth miniseries
Belkron Blu: Corduke assumed name (real name Beeton
Blu) of an operant working on the Palboan Sector. Trained
in struck fighting in the out worlds of Jilta. He teamed up,
with Amy of Rambus. Juggernaut Series.
Beran Sea: A sea in southern Palbo. The deepest part is
1,300 pacs. Juggernaut miniseries.
Bermuda Triangle: (Terrestrial) 1. That triangular region
of the Caribbean, incorporating Bermuda, Miami, and Port au
Prince as part of the triangle. It is said that ships, people
and aircraft vanish; leaving mysteries, which cannot be
explained.

2. From this web site is the following data.. The author of
the New Earth Series would encourage readers to look at
this informative site.
The following is excerpted from this site:
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http://www.bermuda-triangle.org
“Out there, in the Triangle, is the only true and accurate
accounting of missing vessels. Here on shore our files are
very incomplete and poor. Most lost vessels are smaller,
private craft: yachts, sailboats, schooners and cabin
cruisers. Many are suspect of being caused by hijacking.
Therefore they cannot warrant detailed investigations.
Because they are so common it would be equivalent to the
FBI investigating every stolen automobile.”
See the Notes section for a lot more detail and continuance
of this. New-Earth miniseries
Betsie: Famous Jiltanian battle cruiser of the CCP.
Decommissioned on Celtron 4.
Bigow, Captain: Yaltipian (Boguard) captain, of the Man-oWar, Amanda. Born BS 789. He headed the mission onto
Kantee (police action) to rescue the captured life-force
Royals. Juggernaut miniseries.
Billy-tea: (Terrestrial) Tea from water boiled in a billy, a
small metal deep pot with or without a lid, used in the
Australian outback. New-Earth miniseries
Bilkars Profood: A Jiltanian protein bar, made and found,
only on Jilta. Juggernaut miniseries
Biobots: The surgical automated worms, which are used to
inspect, stitch and repair damaged tissue, during an
operation. Biobots generally are 10-4 pacs in diameter.
New-Earth miniseries
Bioclone: A humanoid robot, manufactured in the
Triangulum Galaxy, though, run by a life force, not unlike its
biological look-alike cousins, that it is modeled upon. The
bioclone isn‟t implanted, but rather is hardwired to destroy
its biological counterparts, activated by a stimulus response
mechanism. Earth Syndrome miniseries
Biotynes: The small insects bred and let loose onto a
planet, that destroy human and mammal life by the pirates.
The Warp Drive Bank sponsored the breeding and release of
the insects themselves. Templar miniseries
Birdesville: A town in central Australia, where they have
camel races there every so often for local amusement.
(Camels are prevalent and wild throughout most of the
desert areas of Australia.) New-Earth miniseries
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Blackheart: Pleiadian term for meaning a person who lives
against the better good for the community and self. A law
breaker, a breaker of moral and ethical codes of behavior.
One who creates turmoil, and one who does more harm than
good around him. See also Clean Heart. New-Earth
miniseries
Black Knight: (Terrestrial) This is the name dubbed, for
the 15 ton satellite, that has been in space, on a polar orbit
since before the first Sputnik.

Possibly, this object has been around Earth, for as long as
13,000 years. The Americans, and then the Russians, first
observed it.

Each nation thought the other was responsible. The term
Black Knight refers to a British attempt, back in the fifties, to
put a satellite in orbit, but obviously this craft wasn‟t theirs.

The photographs here are taken from later American
missions, and the first photograph of the Black Knight was in
the 1960‟s. Earth Syndrome Miniseries
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Bloat: A A space life boat. Usually, 5 x 9 pacs in size and
taking up to twelve passengers. Typically there was a
minimum provision of one bloat per 25 crew, and one bloat
for every 20 passengers. Juggernaut miniseries
Bloodwood, Jiltanian: A tree measuring up to 390 pacs
tall, found in the temperate regions of Jilta. Its wood is a
rich red, dense and sought after for making furniture on
Jilta. Today the trees are numbered and protected. Each
tree is plotted on a map. They can live to seven thousand
standard years. There is an entire industry on Jilta
dedicated to protecting these trees. They are the source of
much of early Jiltanian folk lore. Each tree has resident
within it hundreds and thousands of other species. Its
aroma is known to keep away parasites and plagues. NewEarth miniseries
Blue Mountains: (Terrestrial) A mountain range on the
east coast of Australia formed by the south Pacific
continental plate and the Australian continent pressing up
against each other. The mountains are blue due to the
gaseous haze emitted by the foliage of eucalypt trees. Earth
Syndrome Series
Bluster: See Microwave bluster. New-Earth miniseries
Boguard: 1. Guard at the palace to protect of Lorde
Hymondy III. 2. Race of bodyguard for the protection of
Lorde Hymondy III. Their inception into the Federation
region was about 550 standard years after Federation
conquest. Origin of race unknown. Life expectancy
indefinite. Run along military lines. Source of instruction:
Lorde Hymondy III. They are known to speak many
languages, are trained in martial arts, physics. No command
links with IFFCo. Being a race the word Boguard is
capitalized. New-Earth miniseries
Boguard Front: The assault corps of Boguard. They can
be anything from 50 to 500 strong depending on the
objective. The Boguard Captain Felice Karo made them
famous when she defeated Palbo 1,000 years before. At
that time there were up to twenty thousand Boguard Front
that hit the planet at one time, carefully coordinated, taking
out all communications systems in one unified moment.
Templar Series
Boguard rank: The following is the Boguard field rank from
highest to lowest:
Captain
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Guard Instructor
Instructor
Leader
Boguard
Boguard Novice (student) New-Earth miniseries
Boll, Pabs, Lieutenant: The on-planet fleet
representative, during the Palboan raids, of the far-OuterWorlds. Graduated Merida Academy, Palbo CC. Juggernaut
miniseries
Bonding: 1. The official legal recognition that a male and
female couple, had decided to cohabitate, as a single group,
with the purpose of furthering the species through the
production of children. The average BOND would last 36
years, with three offspring. Often re-bonding would occur
later in life. 2. The ceremony accompanying the
commitment, of between a Boguard Captain and his new
Man-o-War. The bond is a lifetime agreement. Juggernaut
miniseries
Boni: A seven year old boy, who can sense life, its pain,
and has extreme empathy for life, over distance and time.
Son of Fan and Gali of the Amazon. Earth Syndrome
miniseries
Boulan: The Boulan number exactly 500. They reside in a
small section of Ataran, of a square K in area. They are the
ruling elite, of the Aaron and Boguard. Templar miniseries
Bowing: Bowing means to allow the other person to assume
the higher status. I also allows the other person, should they
wish, to strike a blow unimpeded, as the person bowing has
less defence. So bowing can mean: I trust you, and you are
important to me. Earth Syndrome miniseries
Bridge briefing: 1. Bridge briefings are where missions
are presented and discussed in a formal manner. They are
recorded for future reference. Discussions of missions aren‟t
permitted outside of such briefings. All crew attend. 2.
They are called bridge briefings, not because they happen on
the bridge, because in larger craft they don‟t, as the bridge
can be too small for all crew. Only senior personnel present
the bridge briefing usually from the bridge. New-Earth
miniseries
Brijet Yaldon, Captain: 1. Female senior Boguard officer
captaining the expeditionary forces fleet taking Captain
Jaron to his objective mission. She was 283 years old at this
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time. It was her first command as an entire fleet command.
Templar miniseries 2. Consulair Brijet became her title,
after being admitted to the Boulan. 3. Brijet is the name of
a fast bird (a sleek small bird of Yaltipia). Yaldon means
esteemed or well regarded. Earth Syndrome Series.
Broadmatter Theory: Broadmatter is that matter That‟s so
small that current instruments can‟t read it, but it acts
similar to a sea supporting molecular-matter that floats
within it. It transmits heat and ALL energy and in this way is
very different from the concept of dark matter. Broadmatter
makes up the bulk of the universe mass, and is the reason
why the universe is expanding at an accelerated rate.
Broadmatter ties in with space and time and without
broadmatter there would be no space, no gravity and
presumably no time. Without it all other matter would
collectively condense. See Broadmatter theory Addendum at
the end of Book Seven for more details. New-Earth
miniseries
BS: 1. This indicates how many years since the Battle of
Sequetus 3. 1038 BS means 1,038 Standard Years since the
Battle of Sequetus 3. 2. A dating system, adopted through
the galaxy since the Battle for Sequetus 3. New-Earth
miniseries
Bunker, The: The seven story complex below ground built
during the time of the Confederacy, which was for officials of
Jilta PCC during times of war and threat of war. It was
maintained by Hymondy and other officials and still looked
after, by the Temple. Templar miniseries
Caff: 1. The place, where non-intoxicating beverages are
served, aboard a vessel. New-Earth miniseries
Canberra: (Terrestrial) 1. Canberra is the capital city of
Australia, set up in the highlands, 600 meters above sea
level. Architect Walter Burley Griffen, from Chicago,
designed it. Its population was around 350,000 at the time
of editing.
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Pyramids as over Parliament House of Australia, Canberra.
2. The city street layout is designed on an eye of providence
design, similar to the back of the American dollar bill. The
Canberra street layout around parliament house has streets
running off in a pattern of not only the eye of providence,
but are coincident in layout style to the inner shaft design
patterns of the Great Pyramid in Egypt. See pyramids.
The temperature of Canberra in the winter gets down to -5o
C in the winter and lower in the suburbs.
The word Canberra means meeting place in Aboriginal.
Many Canberrans have much to say about the high incidence
of UFO activity in this very small city. New-Earth miniseries

The winning competition town planning design of Canberra
city by architect Griffen.
Captain: 1. Middle rank in IFFCo. Usually In command of
an interceptor squadron, a destroyer, or a fighter team.
Below Lieutenant Commander in rank. 2. Highest field rank
in the Boguard. New-Earth miniseries
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Captain of the Yard: At the Yard, Celtron 4, the Captain of
the Yard is the senior officer. See Yard.
Castano, Carole, Captain: Male Corduke Captain heading
the Mission with Amy to find Jaron around Tors. Juggernaut
Series
Caraday, Bel: Son of Oralo Caraday of Jilta. Started in the
Coproduce service when 18 years old. He is Commander of
the Corduke Base and answerable to the Master Templar.
Juggernaut miniseries
Carvan: A city near two cross currents of water as well as
geothermal power sources, and was one of four such cities
devoted to manufacturing clean power for the other Aaron
cities. Templar miniseries
Caribbean: (Terrestrial) The sea which meets the North
Atlantic Ocean between Florida and South America,
encompassing the many islands therein.
Carriers: 1. Short for non military ore carriers. They are
generally made in space, and can be many kilometers long.
They are under WD. The carriers connect up section after
section (sometimes known as pods), and can be as many as
four sections long. Often carrier-trains is used to express
the long attached lengths of the carrier containers

2. Federation military carriers contain a compliment of
between 100 to 800 fighters, and a total of onboard crew of
1,200 to 9,600. These ships pack a tight crew, have high
morale. In the Federation of Jilta the word hive is used in
slang to mean carrier, and darlt is often used for fighter. A
darlt is an insect from Jiltanian mythology that when stirred
would seek out its enemy anywhere to attack, even if it
meant the insect itself died. The tradition of using this term
goes back well before Federation of Jilta. New-Earth
miniseries
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Carriers, Ore Carriers: Unarmed Ships used to transport
mining produce or spoil. While they are big they have a
very small crew. New-Earth miniseries
Carvan: A city near two cross currents of water as well as
geothermal power sources, and was one of four such citied
devoted to manufacturing clean power for the other Aaron
cities. Juggernaut miniseries
Castano, Carole: Corduke missionaire, 38 years old, shortlifer. From Jilta, and from parents, who were Templars. His
father was a leading Cordello of Jilta. His rank was Captain.
He was instrumental for saving Lorde Jaron stranded on
Tors, saving Anki in Palbo, and becomes one of the most
highly decorated Cordukes in his lifetime. Juggernaut
miniseries
Cast-outs: The term given to those who are cast out into
space unsuited. An illegal act, but practiced in some
sectors, especially in remote mining areas.
Law systems turn a blind eye to the practice as most
offences happen in return for illegal acts. That‟s, when a
person gets caught committing theft or murder, and there
are no law enforcing officials around, often the local
inhabitants, meet and pass sentence with cast-outing being
the penalty. New-Earth miniseries

Catal Huyuk: (Terrestrial) 6,500 BC, Turkey. The world‟s
earliest city. Probable population 6,000. Houses were
plastered with murals painted on walls showing people and
farming. They grew wheat, barley, raised sheep and kept
dogs. New-Earth miniseries
C-Day: See Intervention day. C stands for Change. NewEarth miniseries
Cenon: Pronounced Che’non. 1. A planet in the Jiltanian
out worlds where both Belkron Blu and Castano served. 2.
Population 212 million. Agrarian economy, feudal by nature.
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Gravity 1.02, 45% water, three races. Juggernaut
miniseries
Centoria: A democratic rim sector of the galaxy, adjacent
to Jilta. Centoria is the capital system, where there are two
inhabited planets. Being adjacent to Earth, Centoria has the
most number of temple buildings, secondly only to Jilta.
Centoria is the closest system capital to Earth. New-Earth
miniseries
Centrifugal Force: An apparent force that acts outward on
a body, moving around a center, coming from the body‟s
inertia. A bucket on a rope, being whirled around one‟s body
is apparently pushed out, by centrifugal force. Juggernaut
miniseries
Centrifugal Gravity: (Terrestrial) Centrifugal force is that
force created, when an object is in orbit, and is the force put
on the object, away from the center of the orbit. That force
is an artificial gravity. New-Earth miniseries
Centrecom: 1. Either a life-force or a computer program
that ran the Six Worlds. It was responsible for the
depopulation of almost all the Santonia Galaxy at its time. It
existed on the other side of the Portal, but tied to Earth. It
was defeated by Goren Torren and the Boguard and the race
known as the Pleiadians. New-Earth Series 2. A spiritual life
form that had a pure intent, to help mankind, but had a,
human-made computer program, at it was corrupted. Earth
Syndrome miniseries.
Celtron Centrum: The largest township on Celtron 4.
New-Earth miniseries
Celtron 4: Military storage planet in the Hymondian sector.
Population 2 million. Low water, little minerals. The planet
has six moons and both Celtron 4 and its moons are used as
storage yards for space ships that are now ineffective, can
withstand gravity, and can be cannibalized for parts. NewEarth miniseries
Charlan: A senior official of the race Garloin beyond the
portal. New-Earth miniseries
Charlene Johnson: North American female living in New
York, befriended by Commander Beel to assist in the
Federation cause. Single 32 years old. Earth Syndrome
miniseries
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Charlton, Navia: Social anthropologist from Academia
Alson, companion and associate in Sequetus 3 to
Independent Goren Torren. Torren and Charlton both
attended Academia Alson together studying, prior to Torren
applying for his Independent‟s Certificate in Jilta. They were
married for three years during at this time. Upon the end of
the Battle of Sequetus 3 Navia moved to Sequetus.
3. On Earth, she headed the Torren corporate empire of
ACI. That corporation collapsed after a siege, by the
terrestrial forces. She then took on a role gathering data
and waited for the return of Torren, using the new
corporation Acram. Upon intervention she continued on in
Sequetus, and went back to her earlier profession of
lecturing in anthropology until her retirement. She wrote 23
books while as a lecturer to universities in New York, London
and Tokyo. She died 480 standard years after C Day. She
never returned to see Jilta, maintaining that she wanted to
retain good memories of her home. She never remarried,
no children. See NEW FEDERATION for more data. 4. She
is considered by the House of Torren to be one of the
Temples (see definition of Temples) of Sequetus 3. NewEarth miniseries
Chelo Bade: Student at Academia Alson, who discovered
during her thesis, that life altered, during the travel during
the warp drive fields. She was a friend of Mali Skanes and
Arden Keote. Later, she worked for the Bank and vanished.
She turned up on Mortifor station-city. Juggernaut miniseries
Chrononaut: 1. One who can not only send attention back
into, and forward into time, but one who can take himself
there and change events around him. 2. (Terrestrial)
Chrono from Greek, Khronos “time”. Naut fro, Greek nautes
“sailor.” Chrononaut – One who sails through time. Earth
Syndrome miniseries
City Security (C-S): 1. The body of armed civilian security
personnel who are responsible for the peace of Jilta. 2.
Police. Juggernaut Series
Civilian Saucer Intelligence: (Terrestrial) American
civilian UFO organization founded in New York City in 1954.
The CSI conducted rigorous investigations into UFOs. They
had what was said to be the best periodical on UFOs at the
time. The CSI periodical is also claimed to have been a key
source for J. Allen Hynek – particularly for overseas cases,
for his research in Project Blue Book. During this time, the
Robertson Panel was trying to divert cases away from
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Hynek. The organization became defunct in 1959, though
its key players remained active in UFO research well into the
1970‟s and on. New-Earth miniseries
Civvies: (Terrestrial) Slang. Civilians. It also means
civilian clothes, civilian life, as distinct to military. NewEarth miniseries
Clapboard: A computer pad upon which a flashscan is
taken for identification verifying the user. The palm and
three fingers must be present. New-Earth miniseries
Class A rocket: Non-explosive rocket. No warhead. NewEarth miniseries
Class B rocket: Non-explosive rocket. No warhead. NewEarth miniseries
Class C rocket: A non-atomic warhead, but packed with
liquefied explosive gel. Designed to explode and send the
burning gel to other areas to set those other areas alight.
New-Earth miniseries
Class D rocket. The warhead is packed with explosive
shells, so that when the war head explodes, it sends armor
piercing unexploded shells through armor plate and they in
turn explode, on the other side of armor plate. New-Earth
miniseries
Class J rocket: J is the Juggernaut miniseries, containing
atomics of various subclasses. New-Earth miniseries
Clean: The jargon term, used by Boguard Fronts, trained in
the use of thought, to mean that the person was thinking
the truth, and was not thinking a thought that was a threat
to the mission. Unclean meant the person was thinking of
deceit. Earth Syndrome miniseries
Clean Heart: Pleiadian term. A person who does more
good for society and self than harm. A person who abides
by the ethical and moral codes, and laws of society. See
also Blackheart. New-Earth miniseries
Clerical Law: The Templar law as written by the
Foundation Temple Goren Torren or as was ratified by the
Sortet, during meetings of the ruling Cordellos. Templar
miniseries
Clerke, Agnes Mary: (Terrestrial) Popular astronomer.
(1842 – 1907).
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Clife: A long Federation military blade made from
Magnopolop (a non metallic resilient compound) That‟s worn
in a sheath on every shocksuit. Clifes are either dress or
combat style. Origin: from the days before Federation
when the Royal race was planet bound, the clife was worn as
an instrument for bonding of the earlier warrior clans. NewEarth miniseries
Cloud, FSS Cruiser: A 150 year old defending Hymondian
cruiser for Jilta, with 40 interceptors and 2,880 crew. It was
resurrected from Celtron 4, had Quantum Drives, survived
the Battle of Sequetus 3.
Cold Hype: Death that results from exposure to subzero
temperatures in space, freezing of the limbs and body.
New-Earth miniseries
Colonel Johnson: USA citizen with NASA who joined the
Hymondian defense forces defending Sequetus 3. He
survived the Battle of Sequetus 3. Has the large Johnson
Crater named after him on Mars. New-Earth miniseries
Comm-tact: Trade name for a mass commercial visual
communications system, and network. By Comm-Tact
Industries, Jilta. New-Earth miniseries
Communications Center: A ship has a bridge. A Base has
a Communication Center, which is the focus of all data going
in and out. It can also be called a War Room, or a Combat
Information Center, depending on the sector. New-Earth
miniseries
Compu: ® The largest computer manufacturer in Crackess.
Famed (or infamous) for its early invention – intelligent
computers. After the Medallian Rebellion, the Compu
executives were interned off-planet and CCP administrators
placed inside the company. After this the company
expanded, to become the largest interplanetary corporation
in the Federation, with 1.7 million staff, in total. New-Earth
miniseries
Compubanks: ® A collective name for viewscreens and
computers, which plot a craft‟s course and synchronize with
Warp Drives. Manufactured by Compu Systems
Interplanetary Inc. New-Earth miniseries
Compuboard: ® Often found in airports, these boards are
an instant tally board showing craft departures and arrivals.
In a space fleet they are used to show the tally of battle.
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Manufactured by Compu Systems Interplanetary Inc. NewEarth miniseries
Compudata: ® Abbreviation for Computer Data or nonintelligent computer information, or in slang: a drycomputer – meaning no intelligence. Manufactured by
Compu Systems Interplanetary Inc. New-Earth miniseries
Compuscreens: ® Computer screens manufactured by
Compu Systems Interplanetary Inc. New-Earth miniseries
Computers, Intelligent: 1. 5,550 Standard Galactic Years
prior to Federation, Luis Medallia developed the first
recorded fully mobile intelligent computer. At the time it
was recorded as a brilliant technological marvel. Not only
could it store and extrapolate data to logical conclusions, but
also it had the ability to self perpetuate in other computers.
The basis of all intelligent computers was the program
create, coupled with the subprogram survive. 2. Intelligent
computers led to the lowering of human-life to that of a
servile status to computers. Without the intervention of
neighboring galactic civilizations, and the Medallian
Rebellion, these social degrading phenomena of humankind
would have spread throughout the Santonia Galaxy. It‟s
speculated that without the Rebellion, within several
millennium, all humanoid races may have become extinct.
The cost of the Medallian Rebellion was fifteen billion
humanoid lives which were needed to defeat the intelligent
machines. New-Earth miniseries
Condon Report: (Terrestrial) Dr Edward Uhler Condon,
physicist of the University of Colorado headed what was
formally called the University of Colorado UFO Project,
funded by the US Air Force, from 1966 to 1968. The result
of this work was formally titled: Scientific Study of
Unidentified Flying Objects, and was known as the Condon
Report.
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Upon examining hundreds of UFO files from the Air Force‟s
Project Blue book, and evidence from civilian groups such as
APRO, the final report said the study of UFOs was unlikely to
yield major scientific discoveries. Some have claimed the
report merely covered up the UFO problem for the Air Force.
New-Earth miniseries

The photo above is from a creditable eye-witness that the
Condon Report couldn’t explain.
Confederacy: The loose governing body, democratic, that
ruled the known outer galaxy prior to the conquest by the
Federation. The full title is The Confederated Council of
Planets. (CCP) It existed loosely for a hundred and twenty
thousand years. The Federation defeated it in only decades
defeated it. New-Earth miniseries
Confederacy: Full title - Confederated Council of Planets.
(CCP) The loose and often extended term applied to the
political attempt to bring the multitude of races, political
systems et al together to end the warring of two hundred
and thirty standard years in the Santonia Galaxy. The
Confederacy failed at total unification and was succeeded by
the Federation. New-Earth miniseries
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Confederacy: Travel could take decades. As a result the
Confederacy was never conquered by a single force or in
agreement with itself. Often planets would get forgotten
and cultures rediscovered over centuries. New-Earth
miniseries
Conquest: The CCP was conquered by the Federation.
While many planets simply didn‟t fight and changed
governorship of who was ruling them, some planets resisted
and fought the Federation fleets and armies. During this
fighting many government sections of cities were razed and
government records lost. This was as much a cultural and
economic set back as anything else. It was a loss of
historical records. New-Earth miniseries
Consol Agent: The chief and legal representative of an
intragalactic corporation to a planet. Similar in status to an
ambassador. New-Earth miniseries
Consorted Galactic Mining. Founder - Bin Gruff. Peel,
Kalanon. Mostly it was mining titanium on Celtron 4. It had
no interests outside the Hymondian sector, and had 2,500
employees. Effectively dissolved at the Battle of Sequetus 3.
The miners remaining after the battle renamed the company
and moved its corporate headquarters to Earth. New-Earth
miniseries
Control-fathers: Those who implemented the program to
go back in time to avert the catastrophe that happened in
the Galaxy, which originated in Sequetus 3. They in turn
became to be known as the Masters on Six Worlds. NewEarth miniseries
Consulair: Boguard rank, reserved for Aaron born Boguard.
It means the ruling executive council of the Boulan of
Ataran, Yaltipia. Comes from local Aaron, Consul meaning
advisor (Cons – advice, word or knowledge), and airus,
meaning like. Earth Syndrome miniseries
Conversion, ship: Ship conversion refers to the changing
of a Warp Drive system, of impelling life to power a ship,
allowing life to join with the free-fleet, and willingly power a
ship by free choice. The actual conversion is done by the
life-forces, running the Boguard Man-o-War ships; imbuing
life and freedom, into a trapped life, which is under threat
and duress, in the Warp Drive compartments of a Warp
Drive Bank vessel. Earth Syndrome Series
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Copernicous, Nicolaus: (Terrestrial) 1473 – 1543 Polish.
Until Copernicus‟ time it was taught that the Earth was flat.
He published a book, which came out after his death. The
Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres. The book made an
impact on Galileo and other scientists. The Church banned
the book. He worked for the Church most of his life and died
from a coma following a stroke. New-Earth miniseries
Cordellos: The heads of the Houses, which represent the
strongest Temples. There are Ten Cordellos, but that will be
later expanded, to include more Minor Temples. There were
originally fiver Cordellos, and they were presided over by the
Great Sharman. There were another five Cordellos
representing the Lessor Houses. This number has been
increasing, as the Outer-Worlds becomes inhabited.
The word comes from old Standard Galactic cordelle,
meaning small rope, indicating the knotted cord worn by the
Cordellos. Templar miniseries
Cordukes: A network thirty years old at the writing of the
fifth book, in Templar Series. It‟s an intelligence gathering
service, in employ of the Master Templar. It comes from the
old Standard Galactic word, chorda, which comes from the
confederacy term khorde, meaning string of a musical
instrument. The connotation here, being that, if the Master
Templar uses his Cordukes well, there will be harmony
within the Temple. Juggernaut miniseries
Coreen Wind: The name given, to the cold wind of winter
that comes off the mountains, of Tors. Before the Coreen
Wind arrives, locals know to vacate the mountains.
Juggernaut miniseries
Corrado City: Population of 700,000, and a Bank run city.
On Jilta, north, northern hemisphere. Juggernaut miniseries
Council: 1. Another term for the Confederated Council of
Planets, CCP. 2. Confederacy, CCP, Council, Confederated
Council of Planets. New-Earth Series
Council of Order: A Boguard small body of persons whose
task it was to decide what areas the Boguard should
influence, and how, to bring about the goals of the Aaron.
Templar Series
Crackess (Krackass): 1. Home of the Confederacy
inspired uprisings against the Federation in the Hymondian
Realm. This cost the lives of three million civilians and
military. 2. Planet in the Federation that previously was
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relegated to backwaters after severe depression. It being a
mining planet that also relied heavily on computer
manufacture, it was depressed economically after the
Medallian Rebellion. The planet later changed its name to
Karakas. New-Earth Series
Crackess Uprisings: See Crackess. New-Earth miniseries
Cravana: Settlement in the Amazon of Sequetus 3.
Population 420, at date 1,000 BS, and an outpost for the
federation. It once had a population of 50,000 at date 500
BS. Templar miniseries
Credit: 1. The galactic pronunciation of the credit is dahl.
Its subunit is dihlo, and takes ten dihlos to a dahl, and ten
strake to make a dihlo. For the sake of translation in this
book we use the word credit. 2. Federation unit of
currency, whereby tied to the Average Production Index.
The average person earns about seven hundred credits
(dahls) a week, but this varies upon the wealth of the
planet. The value of credits remains constant and inflation
and deflation are negligible with the Average Production
Index system. 3. Material assets only rose and fell against
the Average Production Index, not credits. New-Earth
miniseries
Credit-Control-Office: A controlling office for credit
liaison. Similar to a bank. on Sequetus 3. Juggernaut
miniseries
Crosshair Nebula: The giant gas cloud in the Pleiades
wherein the Karo Series lies. It‟s a collection of dust
particles that block out much view through the Pleiades.
New-Earth miniseries
Cruiser: The largest Federation military strike ship. It‟s
half a Kinopac long of destructive power. It houses between
forty to sixty interceptors with five escort fighters for each
interceptor. Personnel number around 3,000 per ship. NewEarth miniseries

Crustaceans: (Terrestrial) Any ocean bearing planet‟s
seafood with an outer shell, such as crab and lobster. NewEarth miniseries
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Cuneiform: A scrip, and wedged shape series of symbols,
which number 1000 at the beginning of the language period,
to 400 at the end, over three thousand years.
The period starts around 4000 BC to 1000 BC, and the
language was still in use a thousand years later. There are
around a million known cuneiform clay tablets. The tablets
are fired clay, meaning that they were inscribed upon, and
then fired to very hard resistant surfaces, so that today they
are still easily read.

The language has been understood, and easily translated.
The language started from picture grams. The word
cuneiform means wedge shaped. Earth Syndrome Series

Cydonia: (Terrestrial) From the Viking 1 Mars orbiter and
released by NASA/JPL on July 25 1976. The photographs
revealed, what appears to be a huge p yramid, and face, on
the planet surface, sculptured into a mountain. There is also
claimed, what appears to be the remnants of an old
fortification. The findings have been controversial, as were
follow up photos by the Surveyor craft. Earth Syndrome
miniseries
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FOOTNOTES:
In one of the versions there are footnotes. The books were
originally written to have footnotes. Often these were
replicated in the glossary, as the footnotes are not accepted
in some ebook formats. Some of the data in these footnotes
is not replicated elsewhere. Sometimes the footnotes have
additional data not found in the glossary.
The footnotes appear in the order they appear in the books.
Book 1
Definition: Federation – 1.
The Imperial Galactic
Federation (IGF), The Lords of All Worlds and Vassals within
the Domains of Santona Galaxy (Santonia - Quadrant 451f)
or New General Catalogue 9154 Galaxy [Terrestrially termed
Galaxy]). 2. FEDERATION - formally established in the
standard year 13,576 upon cessation of the Santonia Wars
of 13,331-574. Federation saw an end of 116,158 separate
intra galactic domains of varying strengths. 3. Galactic
political unification through federation after 120,000 years of
varying peace and interplanetary warfare. Searfinders Index
p. 989.
Definition: Jilta P.P.C.; Jilta Prime Planetary Center, Jilta
PCC, capital of the planet Jilta. (note; to pronounce Jilta it is
necessary to pronounce the J as a Y, so the reading of Jilta is
pronounced Yilta in Standard Galactic speech. This is a local
dialect to Standard Galactic.) Searfinders Index pp. 8234-7.
Definition: GP 1: General Personnel Carrier #1,
manufactured by Harun Industries of Jilta. The model was
succeeded by sixteen later models over a hundred and
twenty years, whereupon Harun Industries collapsed.
Searfinders Index p. 456.
Historical Personage: Phi Torell: Explorer, political
administrator of the CCP, Jilta; later scientist. After the final
victory of the Federation Torell changed his name to Torren
and disappeared prior to the unveiling of a discovery that he
termed would shake the known universe. Along with his
disappearance went all traces of his self said discovery.
Mystery unsolved: Searfinders Index p. 376.
Definition: Council Ministry of Settlement: A department
of the government that assists people financially to relocate
to newer planets. Searfinders Index p. 456.
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Historical Note: The Royals: A race from the Kantee
sector of the Galaxy. Prior to the development of W.D. they
had no expansionist policies. Searfinders Atlas pp 123-134.
Historical Note: “The Federation's conquest and expansion
across the galaxy was as much an economical as it was a
military venture. Those royals leasing military craft from the
Bank were able to fund conquest and expansion faster and
more efficiently than those who purchased outright. The
current Imperial Galactic Federation boundaries are the
mark of who leased and who purchased.... The Bank's
Charter Of Proclamation records that it shall not in any way
violate or interfere with the wants or desires of any military,
political or commercial group. The Bank also proclaims not
to align itself with any military, political or commercial group
or activity. The Bank extends its service to all, regardless
race, origin or creed. Its motto is: “WE SERVE SO THAT ALL
MAY BE VICTORIOUS.”
: Searfinders Index pp 3457-9,
Quote; Imperial Federation Warp Drive Bank consumerguide catalogue no. 12/45/1598.
Definition: Sequetus System: The outer rim planet series
in the Malukan Sector, comprising Sequetus 3, Earth and
Sequetus 4, Mars, inhabited worlds. Sequi f Galactic root
language: to follow. Searfinders Index p. 235.
Historical Note: Intelligent Computers: “7,550 standard
years prior ago, Luis Medallia developed the first recorded
fully mobile intelligent computer.
At the time it was
recorded as a brilliant technological marvel. Not only could
it store and extrapolate data but it had the ability to create.
The basis of all intelligent computers is the program to
create.
These programs coupled with the subprogram
survive, led to the demeaning of the human inhabitants to
that of service status species within decades. Without the
intervention of the Medallian Rebellion, as it was called,
these computers would have spread throughout the galaxy.
It is speculated that within millennium, all human and
humanoid races could have become extinct. The cost of the
Medallian Rebellion was fifteen billion human humanoid
lives.” Searfinders Index - Medallion Rebellion, pp. 27892993.
Definition: Boguard: Race of bodyguard for the protection
of Lord Hymondy III. Inception of this role was about 550
standard years after Federation conquest. Origin of race
unknown. Life expectancy unknown. Run along military
lines.
Source of instruction; Lord Hymondy III.
No
command links with IFFCo. Very little is known or recorded
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about them. Mostly only male Boguard ever seen publically.
Searfinders Index p 6123.
Definition: Pac: 1. A unit of measurement derived from
the integral rotation of the galaxy.
Initiated by the
Confederacy and absorbed into the Federation Handbook
214 Standard years after conquest. 2. A decimal means of
measurement; pacs, delopacs, kinopacs etc.
3.
A
measurement of approximately one stride. n. (f. Aquel.
pace; step.) Searfinders Dictionary. p 982.
Definition: Nylop: A synthetic material of Confederacy
origin. Easily molded, resilient to tear, but pliable. Often
used in the manufacture of garments. Searfinders Index, p
279 (i).
Definition: Heliosphere: (Terrestrial) A heliosphere of a
system is that volume the system occupies and in which
stray helium atoms will be found. Like an atmosphere it
thins to nothing at the system's limits. Latin: Helio – sun.
Definition: Solus: The center of a system, star system
source of heat and light, note; a solus is not just a star, a
star must have a system of classified orbiting natural bodies
to be classed as the system's solus. Searfinders Index. pp.
2937-2942.
Definition: Kinopacs: 1. A thousand pacs. Abbreviated to
K's. 2. K means kinopac or kinopac per hour. Searfinders
Index p. 2456.
Definition: Groundflight: 1. A hover vehicle that uses
antigravity forces and can rise up two pacs above the
ground. A variety of models accommodate varying loads
and passengers. 2. Groundflight is a trade name for floater.
The Groundflight was first made by Resilient Industries Inc
of Jilta. Searfinders Index pp. 789-92.
Definition: Free-areas: Slang for places pronounced free
of tight discipline. Searfinders Concise Index p. 478.
Definition: Off-duties: Slang for guards, troopers, on
recreation or leave. Searfinders Concise Index p. 98.
Definition: Electro-Magnific: Trade name of electronic
holographic projection, usually in the form of visual arts and
entertainment.
Often accompanied by synthetic music.
Searfinders Trade Index. Vol. II-314.
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Definition: Elysium Quadrangle: (Terrestrial) One of a
series of 30 quadrangle maps of Mars. Covers an area 1800
to 2250 west longitude and 00 to 300 north latitude. It
contains major volcanoes Elysium Mons and Abor Tholus,
and river valleys. Elysium: The place at the ends of the
Earth where favored heroes are taken by the gods after
death. f Latin from Greek Elusion (Pedion) (plain) of the
blessed.
Definition: Kul: Four legged hybrid beast bred and
introduced to planets of low technology as a form of
transport, known for its stubbornness. Origin of beast and
word unknown. Searfinders Dictionary, pp. 234-235.
Definition: non-T: The term applied to anything that is
non-terrestrial, not of Sequetus 3, or Earth, of origin or
usage.
Searfinders Dictionary, Local Malukan Dialect
Supplement, p. 350.
Book 3.
Definition: Halz: The term to represent something bad. In
ancient Jiltanian mythology, Aqin, the son god Zaltro was
kept captive and boiled alive in an underground prison in
Mount Halz by his father‟s enemies. Searfinders Index p.
1275.
Definition: Zaltro: The senior god of Mount Gangels, God
Zaltro, of Jilta. He procrastinated in saving his son, and
unfortunately his son was boiled alive. The phrase for the
sake of Zaltro means not to procrastinate. See Halz.
Definition: Consul Agent:
The
chief
and
legal
representative of an intragalactic corporation to a planet.
Similar in status to ambassador.
Searfinders Index p.
3467.
Definition: Spec-mine: A spec mine has no explosive
charge. They are just small magnetized particles, the size of
a grain of sand put in the region that then prohibit Warp
Drive craft from appearing within their field. They are
relatively harmless to traditional speed travel craft. They
are magnetic and can be recollected. Searfinders Military
Almanac p 389.
Definition: Out Worlds: Each out-world is a province in
Jilta. It was never beaten in war, but was negotiated into
the Hymondian realm.
There are eight Out Worlds.
Searfinders Index p. 5467.
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Definition: Rapall: Rapall is a formal two-day Federation
tradition before battle. There is feasting, saying good bye to
friends on the first day, with the next day being dedicated to
total preparation for battle. Searfinders Military Almanac. p.
207.
Definition: Darlt: A Jiltanian insect with a deadly sting,
known for its antagonism and ruthlessness in attack.
Searfinders Index. p. 1793
Definition: Cast-outs: Slang – The illegal act of ejecting a
person into space without protective wear.
Searfinders
Index. p. 789
Definition: Security: All communication between craft
during a time of war was put through fleet security. There
were no exceptions. Searfinders Military Almanac p. 398
Definition: Optotronic mine: Military mines, laid out in
space, using visual sensors have the mine veer to its target.
Relatively obsolete due to the ease of deception. The mines
use changing phototronics to arouse them. The mine lies
dormant, until the photosensitive cells are activated by
changing optical sources. When activated the mines draw
on any major energy source. If evasive action is taken by
the pursued craft, altering direction fast and often, the
optotronic mine has been known to aim towards another
alternative light source.
Often the system solus has
become the new target. Searfinders Military Almanac, pp.
1232-38.
Book 4
Definition: Off Planet: A vernacular saying from the planet
Jilta. It means off from the planet, away from the planet, or
not on the planet. Source unknown. Ref: Searfinders
Index, p. 1289.
Definition:
Academia:
(Plural
–
academias)
The
institutions of the highest places of learning in the
Federation. Source, Standard Galactic: named after the
gardener Academos who used to tend the gods in making
their gardens a paradise. Searfinders Index pp. 178-187.
Definition: IFCC: Imperial Federation Confederated Council
Treaty, the treaty that divided up the CCP and the
Federation. It left the absolute center of the CCP of the
Pleiades to a non-military autonomous rule within the Tilb
realm. Searfinders Index, p 2907.
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Definition: Warping-down: The generic phrase of
warping-down given to coming out of Warp Drive to sublight speed. Source unknown. Searfinders Index p. 897
Definition: Orbat: Planet recently discovered in the
Crosshair Nebula in the old CCP Central Province regions.
Searfinders New World Index. p. 798.
Definition: Fransibar: Capital City, population 7.9 million,
of Orbat. Searfinders New World Index. p. 798.
Definition: Superrises: Buildings above two hundred
stories tall. Source: Jiltanian. Searfinders Dictionary p 194.
Definition: Sandscape: the long and different „scapes of
sand found in the different worlds. Searfinders Dictionary p
3007.
Definition: Supreme Council: Short for Supreme Council
of the Wise, the elected senior government political body on
Orbat. Searfinders New World Index p. 799.
Definition: The Settlement: When the populations had
been devastated due to a super solar flare on their planet of
Alfrash, they lost ninety percent of their population and were
about to lose more unless they found another world. Much
of their atmosphere had perished, they were dying from
radiation exposure, cancer and illness had increased
exponentially. Most of the population perished before they
decided to leave the planet. They set off to find and colonize
new worlds, whereupon they finally founded Orbat and
Yaltipia. Searfinders New World Index. pp 1,203-09.
Book 5
Historical Note: Media: Media on Sequetus 3 was centrally
run by media moguls at this time. The television stations,
the newspapers and magazines, and radio, were all
interlinked. Sequetus 3 was developing a computerized
network called the internet, but by 1997 this was not media
oriented. It was developing as a mass of opinions, only, run
by small interested persons. There was no social internet
media; computers were in their infancy. This time period
was when print and broadcast media was at its peak and
concentrated in a very few hands. Searfinders New World
Index. pp. 1954-58.
Historical Note: Allied Council of Jilta: After all the
Royals left their Federation planets the planets no longer had
their autocratic control.
There were members of the
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Federation military, as well as government, who tried to
seize control of their own cities, countries and continents.
Some seized atomic weapons. In the Federation wars were
starting to break out. On Jilta this culminated in atomic war
between three sides. After three years, and with almost all
of Jilta PC and its sister cities completely wasted, the war
finished. The government that took over was the Allied
Council of Jilta. This should not have happened and for
several years after the Battle of Sequetus 3 Goren travelled
to Jilta trying to stop the wars and fighting.
He was
unsuccessful, and the fighting continued to the almost total
destruction of the former prosperous cities of Jilta. As other
planets became embroiled in similar wars, Goren found he
was just as ineffective. He thus decided to concentrate his
efforts on Earth, and hoped that when he found who was
behind what was happening on Earth, it would lead to a
solution for the rest of the Santonia Galaxy.
In the
meantime, the Allied Council of Jilta became the ruling body
for the Hymondian sector. Searfinders New World Index pp.
2889 – 2978.
Book 6
Historical Note: Dates: Fifteen years after the Battle of
Sequetus 3 all Galactic dates of history were recorded from
that date, which on Sequetus 3 was known as 1989, January
12th. Thus, the year 2000 on Sequetus 3 was recorded as
BS 11. BS stands for Battle of Sequetus. Searfinders New
World Almanac. P 298.
Definition: Tugract: A small heavy lifting ship used for
dense planets to lift craft to space. They have lots of grunt,
but not a lot of speed. The Tugract corps is a specialized
Federation engineers. Searfinders Dictionary p. 456.
Definition: Aftersun: The shifts aboard Federation military
craft are two per Standard Day. The first is called aforesun
while the latter is named aftersun. There is no night aboard
military craft. Searfinders Index p. 27.
Definition: Scanners: Federation engineers, who inspect,
correct and repair the onboard fighting craft of IFFCo.
Found on cruisers and destroyers.
Searfinders Military
Almanac p. 789.
Definition: Acran: Pleiadian, for what translates into
Devout Coordinator for On Planet Operations. The status
began in Sequetus 3. Searfinders New World Dictionary p
578.
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Definition: Standard center: A relative measure from the
center of a galaxy. 0.0 is absolute center. 1.0 is the absolute
outside rim. The measurement is decided on the proportion
of mass within the galaxy nominated, not distance. Example
0.3 has 0.3 of the mass of the galaxy to the center of the
orbital position nominated. Searfinders index pp. 3421-5.
Book 7
Definition: Clife: A long Federation military blade made
from Magnopolop (a non metallic resilient compound) that is
worn in a sheath of every shock suit. Clifes are either dress
or combat style. Origin: from the days before Federation
when the Royal race was planet bound, the clife was worn as
an instrument of bonding of the earlier warrior clans.
Searfinders Index pp. 1223-90.
Book 8
Military Note: Fleet Command: IFFCo tradition is that
when there is a fleet, the Flagship of the fleet is the most
powerful of the fleet ships. The fleet commander is in
charge of the fleet of ships, and the captain of the cruiser
where the fleet command is set up, is in charge of his own
ship. The fleet commander does not run the cruiser, which
is his flagship. That is the function of the cruiser captain or
cruiser commander. Searfinders Military Manual pp. 789 –
795.
Military Note: Screens, ship: Aboard battle craft are
different types of screens. They are not linked to a central
computer, but rather are run as completely isolated
computers, with their own separate attendants. These are
datascreens, which access data; commscreens, which access
communications going in and out and around a ship;
viewscreens, for general display of information, briefings and
so on. There are mapscreens showing overlay, ground
enhancement and positions in space. For security of data
these systems are physically never linked.
Searfinders
Military Almanac p 356.
Definition: C-DAY: The day that the inhabitants of Earth
are awakened to the presence of other galactic civilizations
and the Federation. C-Day stands for Change Day, the day
Earth changed from being an isolated planet to being part of
the Federation. Searfinders Index. PP. 110-398
Historical Note: Eighty Twenty Bill: The United Nations
motion that a Superpower veto could be overridden if eighty
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percent of the General Assembly wanted to veto the veto.
This bill was three years in the making, Searfinders Index:
pp. 6790 -93.
Book 9
Definition: RESURRECTION: That time when the Earth
began to be healed, and mankind started to diminish in
numbers, about one thousand years ago.
Definition: Sortet: The annual Grand Meeting lasting two
weeks, of the House of Torren.
All Temples from the
civilized world are represented.
SOURCE:
SERVICE‟S
GUIDE TO TEMPLE BEHAVIOR, THIRD EDITION 1211 BS, PP.
23-25
Definition: Temple Minor: A smaller temple, a subsidiary
temple. A Temple could have ten, or ten thousand Temple
Minors. A Temple Minor could have as many as a hundred
thousand members, with smaller local missions consisting of
thousands of members. Temple Minors and missions are all
temples.
SOURCE:
SERVICE‟S GUIDE TO TEMPLE
BEHAVIOR, THIRD EDITION 1211 BS, p. 437
Book 10
Definition: Jilta P.C.: The capital city of the Planet Jilta,
P.C.
meaning Planet Center.
Population 1.75 million.
Source: Searfinders Index PP. 234-5.
Definition: Highwater: Water combined with minerals,
vitamins; body salts and with the citrus fruits of Jilta, sold
commercially. Source: Searfinders Index, pp. 1223-4
Definition: Grut, n. Grutting: A word used in a cursory
manner, slang. Origin: The Confederated Council of Planets
administrative planet Tilan. A grut was an instrument used
to artificially inseminate wild animals for domestication
purposes, with outer planet genes. Source; SEARFINDERS
INDEX, pp. 1239-43.
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CHAPTER 2

NOTES:
These notes are by the author and are observations
he found of interest, to the story. Much of the data is
already in the story but here is more information, for the
SEQUETUS enthusiast.
None of what is here, is written to convince the reader
that the data presented in this story is true. That is, the
author isn‟t saying a person can read minds, or that they can
recall a past-life, or that a person really can move an object
by thought. However, others have or are saying this, and
this is what is reported here. These claims are the tapestry
of data that this fictional story is written upon.
The following are the topics of the Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

On Mars:
Past-lives vs. reincarnation:
Life-of-the-world:
Expansion of the universe:
Hollow planets:
Brain operations:
Implanting hypnotism and brainwashing:
People moving objects:
Telepathy:
Japan and Siberia:
Bermuda Triangle:
Broadmatter Theory Addendum
Warp Drive Notes

On Mars:
Ref: The Martian Message by Goro Adachi. See his
book The Time Rivers 2003 for more data.
Additional data about Mars is summarized briefly as
follows:
The Egyptian capital Cairo, situated next to Giza, derives its
name from Al Qahira, denoting Mars, but also meaning
victorious.
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The ancient Egyptians called Mars “Horus of the Horizon”
(Horakhti) which was the same name as given to the Great
Sphinx. Mars was also called 'Horus the Red' (Hor Dshr),
and for a long time the Sphinx was painted red.
Just as the Great Sphinx is the hybrid of man and a lion, in
the ancient Hindu myths, Mars is Nr-Simha, the 'Man-Lion'.
The term 'pyramid' derives from the Greek term pry
meaning 'fire', as in Mars the 'fire planet'. (Mars is often
referred to as pyroeis in Greek.)
The apparent pyramids of Mars were photographed in 1972
by NASA's Mariner 9, the first spacecraft to enter the Mars
orbit in history. It flew over the region called the Elysium
Quadrangle.
Carl Sagan commented that these 'becoming pyramids' did
'warrant … a careful look.'
In 1976 the Viking space probe photograph 35A72 showed
the Face on Mars, situated in the region called Cydonia. The
rock formation resembles a human face staring into space.
In 1979, photograph 70A13 showed another peculiarity, a
five sided pyramid near the Face. Due to the geometric
nature of the pyramid, many claimed this more indicated
intelligence than the Face. Then, other anomalous objects
were found such as the Fort, Cliff, and City and Tholus.
When all these objects are mapped and interconnected
intelligent geometric attributes become apparent.
While the data collected appears highly reliable, and involves
some very serious research, backed by scientists, the results
are always set up for ridicule. When this happens with
sufficient force behind the ridicule, some suggest that there
is a conspiracy of silence on the subject and that 'they' don‟t
want extraterrestrial artifacts on Mars taken seriously.
Other recommended research books on the subject are:
Graham Hancock, The Mars Mystery (New York: Crown
Publishers, 1998).
Richard C. Hoaglund, The Monuments of Mars (Berkley:
North Atlantic Books, 1993).
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Past-lives verses reincarnation.
The concept of past-lives is that the life-force, the
spiritual entity that is the person himself, you, leaves the
body upon death and finds a new human body at birth. The
concept is that a person goes from one human life to
another, and that he or she doesn‟t transmigrate to another
species.
The concept of reincarnation is similar but broader
than past-lives. Reincarnation theory allows for the person
to transmigrate to another species. This is especially so that
a person who has done something very bad during his/her
life might be expected to transmigrate to another species,
especially if it reflects the bad the person had done. For
example, a person who is a glutton may transmigrate upon
death to taking control of the body of a pig. This concept
isn‟t part of past-life theory.
In the NEW EARTH SERIES the concept of
reincarnation isn‟t part of the story, but past-life theory is
touched upon.
Religions that use the concept of past-lives might be
Buddhist in particular with its billion followers.
The concept of past-lives has also been found in many
other religions. For example, the Cathars of Europe were a
Christian sect. They believed that if their lay members did
well during their life they could come back next life as a
Cathar priest. The Cathars were persecuted and wiped out
during the Mediaeval Inquisition after an earlier Albigensian
Crusade had failed.
Many Cathars were tortured, burned and killed. They
were wide spread and lived up as far as Holland, the
southern Mediterranean and also North Africa. Mainly they
are known for being strong in southern France. By the 13th
Century they were targeted by the Pope for Inquisition.
It is said that Justinian II, in the Sixth Century as
Emperor of Rome, of the Byzantine Empire, expunged all
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reference of past-lives in the Bible (545 AD) scriptures after
a fortune teller told his wife she had been a witch in a pastlife. His wife was very young. She had reportedly been a
prostitute; then the Emperor‟s mistress, before marrying
him. She had great sway over her husband. In fact, it was
thought she may have had more sway over the empire, than
the Emperor.
Past-life theory had been around for five hundred
years as part of Christian theology. Before 545 AD, Pope
Vigilius (the Christian pope at the time), was not against
reincarnation or the concept of past-lives, and even ruled so,
by refusing to outlaw a famous text regarding it. The Pope
claimed that the texts were within the teachings of Jesus.
The Roman Emperor Justinian had the Pope jailed. The Pope
managed to escape, but the ruling was then made, in his
absence.
Past-lives and reincarnation were consequentially
outlawed and expunged from much of the Bible texts,
though not from every line.
There are many who believe in past-lives, and there
are many internet sites, explaining more about the subject,
as well as past-life regression and past-life therapies, pastlife references in the Bible, and so forth.
The point here is that there is an overload of data and
experience and writings on the subject, so it became an
enjoyable part of the writing of this book, and the sequel
volume set of books.
Life-of-the-world:
This concept is: that within a species, there is also a
joint mind, run by a life-force that runs the entire species,
not just an individual body of that species. This concept isn‟t
new and finds itself in Shinto and other Asian religions. This
concept even goes so far, as to suggest, there is also a
singular life-force over a planet, which has, as its purpose,
the uniting of lower life-forces and medium life-forces, for a
self regulating surviving planet.
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There is a concept called Gaia, but this isn‟t addressed
in the NEW-EARTH SERIES. However, the term Life-forceof-the–world, comes from the same observed phenomenon.
(The Gaia Hypothesis of scientist James Lovelock, is
quite different to what is being used here.)
There is evidence that such a concept of one lifeforce, running many smaller bodies could be accurate. For
example, many lower life forms individually exhibit very low
problem solving abilities. However, when the life forms are
in a group, they solve problems of far greater magnitude.
Bee hives, insect swarms etc., act as though under a
group mind. In Australia, the author has seen two meter
high termite mounds, with perhaps a million termites living
together. He has observed flocks of birds turn in midflight,
in a second, one hundred birds turning instantly all at once.
Under the water he has watched a hundred fish all turn
instantly, as though all are under one mind and one
instruction.
The author asked Australian aboriginals if a group of
trees was a group of single tree life forces, or were they a
group of trees run under a single command, one life-force.
He was always told that the group of trees was run as
though they are one, and there is one spirit, in charge
regardless of how many trees there were.
The author has scrutinized a swarm of wasps go after
a single target, as though they are one. He has beheld a
pair of birds attack a larger animal, as though they had one
mind working complex strategy and tactics, commanding
both the male and female together.
In Japan, the religion Shinto means the way of the
gods. The author lived in Japan for ten years and met many
Shinto priests. The Japanese Kami, or god, can be one that
looks after a whole mountain, or a river, or a valley or a
forest. There is one life-force – being big enough to call a
god that oversees all life. A figure that means either very
many, that cannot be counted, or six million Kami
represents the number of Kami in Japan.
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This concept isn‟t to be confused with the concept of
the hive-mind or group mind, which implies that the group
of individuals has a collective consciousness when they are
together and through that consciousness are able to act.
The concept used here, is different. It is that there is one
mind, or one life-force that makes decisions for all its parts.
For example, in the human body we say there are a
spirit and a body, but what there is really is a spirit, and a
body made up of all these individual parts of smaller cells of
life, and these smaller cells are capable of stimulus response
actions, but the larger life force, you, the reader, is able to
make complicated thought processes to make long term
decisions, not just stimulus responses. The concept used in
this book is that there may be a hive of bees, and they are
like the cells in the body. However, they have one spiritual
entity, like in a human, that instructs the cells what to do.
So, a swarm of bees will attack a predator, acting as one
bee‟s decision. A school of fish will turn as one, and so on.
Expansion of the universe:
The universe was thought to be expanding with a big
bang. The theory was that it was going to expand a certain
distance outwards, then, due to gravitational forces, it would
slow down; start to collapse in on itself, contract to a pin
head and explode out in another big bang.
However, this isn‟t correct.
The universe doesn‟t
exhibit this. What is happening in the universe, is that the
universe is getting bigger, and expanding. It is accelerating,
in every direction, with no evidence that it is going to slow
down. The galaxies are drifting further away, and the stars
within the galaxies are moving apart from each other, and
the same applies to the molecules.
Hollow planets:
There used to be theories that this Earth was hollow.
The author never subscribed to that, but was interested in
the data presented by Jim Marrs in his book Alien Agenda,
Harper and Collins 1998. It gave support as to why the
moon was hollow.
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The moon isn‟t a natural satellite of Earth and the
arrival of the moon could be what ended the last ice age
only 11,700 years ago. From the compelling evidence in
Marrs‟ book, it appears the moon may have arrived here
about then.
The moon is made from a very different
composition than Earth. It seems to be older than Earth.
Marr‟s book is worth buying and reading, cover to cover.
The moon is an anomaly.
reverse side of the moon.

We don‟t get to see the

There are also reports of UFO sightings being on the
moon, even by the astronauts themselves. Also, there are
UFO reports from people observing the moon through
telescopes; too many to take up here.
Brain operations:
The brain itself doesn‟t have pain sensors. Thus, it is
possible to operate on a brain while the patient is awake.
There are films on this in medical libraries. The scalp needs
to be anesthetized, as it does feel pain.
Implanting, hypnotism and brainwashing.
Brainwashing a person by way of convincing him to do
something by using persuasion is just plain marketing and
sales techniques. It is nothing more. Brainwashing doesn‟t
exist in this sense.
What does exist is mental implanting. This can take
the form of hypnosis, but it generally is ineffective, trying to
make someone do something that they wouldn‟t wish to do
of their own volition. To get a person to do something
against his or her own moral code drugs and or pain are
used, along with suggestion. Bringing reason and fear into
the phenomena could make an assassin. From the 1950s to
the 1970‟s some world government agencies investigated
how to work this.
There has been some good material out there
exposing the work of these agencies, such as: In Search of
The Manchurian Candidate by John D Marks 1979. It is
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worth reading cover to cover, it is a full expose on the CIA
and other US agencies, involved in mind-control techniques.
Another recommended book is The CIA’s Control of
Candy Jones, by Donald Bain, 1976. It is about how the
CIA, through hypnosis and torture, turned a pin-up girl into
an unwitting agent who would travel to Taiwan, do her work,
and return back to the USA to a hypnotic debriefing, and
forget all that had transpired. This is a fascinating read and
this technology goes back to the 1960‟s.
More recently in the 1980‟s there were reports that
magnetic waves were used in pulse form in the Gulf War
1990-91 with Iraq. Enemy soldiers were reported to have
fled the battle scene after hearing voices of the almighty in
their head, telling them to run.
Since then, we have had microchips no bigger than a
pinhead to place in the body. In the less mainstream media,
there are reports that physical implants can be woven into
the optic nerves, so that they can transmit the signal of the
nerve, to a receiver who could view the image of what the
person was seeing. The operator could then transmit back
into the optic nerve, by radio, what he wanted the person to
see, even if the image was quite crude.
The point here is that humanity is going down this
road already, and it isn‟t much of a jump from there, to what
is in the NEW-EARTH SERIES.
People moving objects:
It is commonly known that people have experienced
having moved an object, or created an otherwise impossible
situation into being. There have been people in the past,
who could claim to bend metal spoons at will and thousands
of people would come to watch it. Others reportedly could
repeat this. (There are also plenty of people willing to
debunk this too.)
There are those who have claimed to move objects,
using their minds. There are those who would say this isn‟t
a mental feat but spiritual. For this book, we‟ll qualify this
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and say it is the same thing, though technically maybe it is
not. The mind and spirit can be dissimilar.
Telepathy:
(Tele Greek for far, apathe meaning feeling.)
Who has not thought someone was thinking of him or
her, only to find a moment later that they are then
answering their phone, to that person‟s voice? Many lay
claim to this ability. It is claimed that people who have high
empathy, who are sensitive to others, have a high range of
this ability.
Then, there is a phenomenon of not allowing your
emotions (or thoughts) to be transferred to another. That is
called shielding.
There is too much written on this subject for it to be
gone over here, other than it is a valid phenomenon of life,
and a suggestion for further research, should you be
interested.
Japan and Siberia:
With the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 the Entente
powers (Britain and France) sent troops to Siberia in support
of the White Russian army.
1918 – 1922.
There were troops sent into Russia via the northern
polar religions and eastern Siberia. The USA mobilized
troops to both, and Japan sent 12,000 troops to Siberia.
China directed 2,000 troops upon the invitation of Chinese in
Russia. The Canadians and Italians also sent troops. The
Czech‟s had an entire legion there trapped.
While Japan sent 12,000 troops, they had refused an
earlier request, from the French. The Japanese saw the
opportunity of making a buffer state of Siberia.
Siberia is very much a Buddhist community and Asian,
so there were ethnic grounds to make this happen.
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The Japanese troops went along the Manchurian
border, where they met up with another 70,000 Japanese
troops from Manchuria. When the allied withdrawal began in
1919 – 1920, the Japanese did not withdraw.
The USA placed intense diplomatic pressure on Japan
to withdraw and under high demand the Prime Minister
announced the withdrawal in October 1922.
While the allied purpose was to rescue a lost Czech
Legion, and prevent western weapons falling into the hands
of the Bolshevik Red Army, the Japanese were extremely
anti-communist, and either had territorial aims in the region
or simply wanted to set up a buffer state and to end the
northern problem.
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CHAPTER 4

NOTES:
REMOTE NEURAL MONITORING:
If the reader wants to know more of this technology, it‟s also
referred to as RNM. Its most recent development has been
in response to terrorist threats. It‟s reportedly being used in
the USA, UK, Spain, Germany and France. Also look up the
case in the USA, of John St. Clair Akwel‟s lawsuit. It‟s an
extrapolation of the MK ULTRA experiments that took place
in the USA from the 1950s to the 70s.
The RNM technology is such, that now there is no need for
an outside agency, to monitor a brain or neural way, by
detaining the subject. One can become a subject to this
technology by simply going online, with gaming machines,
which use caps to monitor one‟s brainwaves.
Internet gaming technology permits the user to forgo
operating a computer mouse. Simply by using thought over
the Internet, one can control the outcome of the game.
Companies that manufacture these devices commercially are
USA and Japanese based. This technology also means that
the user, can in turn be monitored, by simply using bluetooth technology, that now has the gamer‟s thought patterns
measured. These patterns are singularly the gamer‟s own
patterns, and monitoring them by supercomputers (more
powerful than a brain) using satellites, means the following:
the subject can be followed using GPS tracking, and his
private data, such as typing of credit card numbers at banks,
can be monitored. This technology is several years old at
the writing of this book.
Claimed victims are reported to hear voices coming from
unusual places, such as walls, ceilings and other unexpected
locations. They claim of extended high pitched ringing and
varying pitch changes, to the ringing (as distinct to medical
hearing problems.)
Messages can be delivered to a victim by ELF – Extra Low
Frequency. They can transmit from source to skull. ELF can
penetrate through rock, concrete and dense matter. Today
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ELF can be delivered by satellite, and the theory is, that as
all humans have their own separate DNA, they also have
their own separate distinct radio frequency brain waves.
Today such surveillance could be very simple in theory, and
perhaps one doesn‟t need to register his brain waves via a
game simulator in the I Cloud. Today most phones are
registered and tracked by GPS. Many cats and animals have
to be micro chipped by law. Banks want to monitor the
computer of their clients for security purposes.
Again in theory, within a small percentage of error, it‟s
relatively easy to determine the person using a phone, with
that cat micro chipped by him, and with his computer linked
to his credit card, is the person who has been intended to be
monitored for brainwaves. Thus, in theory, with today‟s
technology, anyone could have his or her brainwaves
recorded without knowing, be tracked, and given intended
thoughts that are not their own.
As far back as 1992 a court case was brought against the
NSA (National Security Agency) of the USA by ex-employee
John St. Claire Akwel. The case describes the advanced
technology back then, used to monitor remotely, hundreds
of thousands of people in the USA and abroad.
The
capabilities reported included access to an individual‟s sub
vocalizations, as well as images, from the visual cortex, and
sounds from the auditory cortex.
For those interested in more, they should also research
synthetic telepathy, artificial telepathy, and artificial
memory.
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CHAPTER 7

NOTES: SUMER
Cuneiform Tablets:
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Iraq Museum:

Iraq Museum
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STATUES:
The various statues mentioned in the text can be seen here.
It was just by scrolling through some of these pictures that
the author noticed that the statues had a wristband with
something interesting on the band. The readers can view
these photographs for themselves and make their own
conclusions. The pictures were from carvings from the
Middle East.
Different writers suggest these carvings
represent different causes. What this author notices is that
the band, and the device or thing on the band, have a
similarity.

Here the device on the wrist has ten divisions on a circular
background. While the picture below shows the device
having three divisions on a square shaped face. Notice the
unusual device both subjects are holding, and that they are
holding it exactly the same way and pointing it in the same
manner.
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Note that in both the above pictures there are wings present
with the person wearing the wristband, with the device on it.
In the picture below, the device has been worn away, and its
details are not visible. The object that is being held isn‟t so
visible in the right hand.
The picture below could be the same person as being
depicted above, as again the wings are present. Notice the
person on the right below without the wings (clean shaven),
doesn‟t seem to have the same importance as the one with
the wings.
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The fourth image below also has wings, though a different
head style. The wristband, and the device on the wrist, are
present, though the details are not clearly evident to
determine which of the two or more styles of devices are on
the wrist band. The fourth picture also has the cone shaped
device, which is being pointed, held or aimed in the same
way as in the first two pictures.
The author of the Sequetus Series makes no claims of what
these devices might be, but they are being used, as an
interesting backdrop, for the Sequetus Series story.

There are more examples of the same wristbands below,
with some kind of imprint upon the band. We see the same
band and also the same person.
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The next statue is the only one where the wearer is not
depicted with wings. The wearer is bearded.
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While it is easy to dismiss these as being simply a religious
relic, meaning they apply to some religious deity, with some
kind of special meaning lost to antiquity, they are still an
unusual curiosity, looking very modern, for their ancient
place on these reliefs.
While the next picture of above isn‟t extraordinarily clear, it
shows that the face of the device on the wristband isn‟t
similar to the others.
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CHAPTER 10

BROADMATTER
THEORY
ADDENDUM
This addendum came about due to logic.
BROADMATTER
We were taught in school, that space was empty and
had nothing in it, but space. We were also taught there
were nine planets.
Both are wrong.
The sun gives out energy. Energy cannot travel in
absolute zero. It isn‟t possible. Yet, it travels in space.
Space, in theory, should be absolute zero.
Yet, space itself isn‟t absolute zero, but does have
temperature. If there was nothing there, then it should be
absolute zero, Kelvin.
What is temperature? It is a measure of energy.
We hear, and that hearing measures energy. We see,
and sight measures energy. All our senses are measuring
energy, nothing else. Heat sensors in the skin, pressure
sensation, even a full stomach, are all measuring differences
in energy around us.
So, what is a photon? We were taught it was a packet
of energy that has the characteristic of a wave.
What could this really be?
A hypothesis that seemed to fit is that all space is full
of tiny pieces of miniscule matter, far too small to measure
with current instruments. A molecule would sit in a bath of
this tiny matter, which we‟re calling broadmatter. We call it
broadmatter because it is everywhere in space.
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The molecule sits in it like a basketball would sit
amongst tens of thousands of pieces of polystyrene
beanbag-beans in a bath tub.
Imagine the universe full of polystyrene beanbagbeans, and molecules sitting, within the polystyrene material
around it, holding it away, giving it space from the next
molecule. It is this phenomenon we‟re using, to explain
broadmatter.
A molecule sits in this broadmatter like a vase sits in a
box of packing fill; then further over is another molecule, or
another vase in the box. The distance between these is
determined by the broadmatter or the amount of packing in
the box.
We believe that gravity is a property of the molecule.
This is a property of traction. Molecules pull against each
other.
However, the molecule seems to also be subject to
the repulsion of broadmatter.
The broadmatter repels
molecules, and the repulsion is triggered by the molecular
presence in broadmatter.
We further reason, that this broadmatter is absorbing
a tiny fraction of the energy that passes through it. The
broadmatter can also be like a sea of roller ball bearings.
You tap one ball bearing and the energy of that tap will be
carried to the next ball bearing, be shared and spread out,
and follow all the laws of physics of waves. The photon is
really just the broadmatter, moving the next piece of
broadmatter until it reaches your eye. That is all energy is.
However, some of this energy seems to get absorbed
into the broadmatter itself, and thus the broadmatter has
temperature, even though we cannot see or measure it.
This is why space has temperature.
We also think that this broadmatter pervades all
space, and if there is space, there is broadmatter. It could
be that, beyond the physical universe, there is no
broadmatter and perhaps out there, beyond the broadmatter
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there is absolute zero, but then there would also be no
space.
However, it is also possible that this broadmatter is an
infinite tapestry that the universe is moving out into. That
could explain why the universe is expanding and accelerating
out. It is being pushed out by broadmatter.
We suspect broadmatter would have some slight
mass. So if you were to weigh empty space, it would likely
register if one could measure it.
If broadmatter then has some remnants of all the
energy that has passed through it, then this is why it
measures slightly more than two degrees above absolute
zero. In a well advanced civilization one could, perhaps, tap
into that energy and draw on it.
We believe drawing energy from this broadmatter
might be available, similar to how a Tesler coil draws energy
from the atmosphere. One could, in theory, draw from the
cosmos itself. That is how it is done for this book. Thus,
UFOs have large coils, surrounding their craft, at their
leading edges. If this theory of broadmatter is correct, then
one could have infinite energy available.
A Tesler Coil requires a small coil to induce power
through a larger coil. We‟re not suggesting that this is what
determines the shape of a UFO, but we‟re using this
hypothesis for my story, as it fits.
Once broadmatter is accessed, it is less of a problem
in how to harness it for power and production.
Broadmatter has mass, and wouldn‟t be insignificant,
amounting to most of the mass in the universe. After all,
space is huge.
It could also be that there is more residual energy
stored in broadmatter than in all the suns and stars there
are.
Broadmatter vs.
Dark matter
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Dark matter isn‟t exactly the same as broadmatter.
The theory of dark matter came about, to account for the
observed gravitational forces affecting the Galaxy.
Broadmatter came about as an explanation of why space
itself seemed to display properties of mass and in the
presence of energy.
Dark matter is said to neither emit nor absorb light or
other electromagnetic radiation. The Broadmatter concept is
the opposite; it does nothing but absorb and emit all light,
energy and electromagnetic radiation that is observed to
exist. That is the fundamental difference.
Broadmatter is the medium where this energy is
transferred.
Broadmatter and dark matter are both similar, in that
they both account for the majority of the mass of the
universe. Dark matter is said to account for 84% of the
universe mass.
The first person to infer that dark matter existed was
Jan Oort, a Dutch astronomer, in 1932.
RESIDUAL
BACKGROUND
BROADMATTER - DARK MATTER

TEMPERATURE

OF

The cosmic microwave Background (CMB) was
determined in 1992 to be 2.726 K. It was further found that
this temperature could fluctuate one degree.
NUTRINO
The neutrino is a subatomic particle that is small and
isn‟t charged.
They seem to be the resultant of
electromagnetic radiation forces. They play no bearing on
the theory of broadmatter, though they have mass. They
pass through matter unimpeded. They are created, as a
result of radioactive decay or nuclear reactions or when
cosmic rays (high energy particles originating in outer
space) hit atoms. It is affected by a weak force of nature.
GRAVITON
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In physics the graviton is a hypothetical elementary
particle, which demonstrates the gravitation in the
framework of quantum field theory. The graviton plays a
part in broadmatter theory.
GLUON
The theory of gluons and quarks seem to obey the
hypothesis of Broadmatter Theory. A gluon is deemed to be
an elementary particle and a strong force between quarks.
The gluon plays a part in Broadmatter Theory, especially in
their color charge.
QUARKS
Quarks are said to be elementary particles that make
up matter. They combine together, to form what are termed
hadrons. It is the observation of hadrons that brought about
the inference of quarks. Quarks have color charge, mass
and electric charge.
PHOTONS
The photon is said to be an elementary particle. In
broadmatter theory the photon doesn‟t exist as such. It isn‟t
a particle.
The photon in broadmatter theory, is an
observed phenomenon of the interaction of broadmatter with
energy, and anything set up to capture the phenomena of a
photon is in reality, capturing the phenomena of the
broadmatter disbursing its earlier absorbed energy. This
perhaps is the fundamental difference between broadmatter
and dark matter.
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Thank you for your patronage and support.
We hope you enjoy these books.
Good luck!
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